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with spring showcase. page 9

BROKE COLLEGE STUDENTS

President Gregory Dell’Omo speaks at his installation ceremony on April 8 in Alumni Gym. He plans to revamp the Lawrenceville campus with building renovations and pursue development of a campus town.

Dell’Omo seeks to ‘renew vision and mission’

P

By Thomas Regan
RESIDENT Gregory Dell’Omo
entered an Alumni Gym that was
adorned with ferns and palms
and splashed with cranberrycolored lights. Above the crowded
room, the Jumbotron proclaimed
“#WelcomeGreg.”
In the back of the Broncs’ Zoo, a
modest collection of students stood in
silent protest against what many believe
the beginning of his tenure became
synonymous with — program cuts.
Later, protesters would briefly interrupt the proceedings with chants of
“Students before profits.”
But any dissent put little dent in the

smooth-running installation of Rider’s
seventh president. Westminster voices
sang, Dell’Omo’s six predecessors
appeared in a tight video history and
the new leader laid out his agenda.
“I am excited about the opportunity
to renew Rider’s vision and mission,
and establish a set of institutional
priorities and goals that will build upon
our strengths as we seek to serve students with distinction in an increasingly
competitive higher education environment,” Dell’Omo said.
For the immediate future, Dell’Omo
said the university will begin to
slowly work on much-needed campus
renovations.

“This summer, we will embark
on an upgrade to the main entrance
of this campus, and Moore Library
will receive an exterior facelift,” he
said. “The main mall will be repaved
and new directional signage will be
installed. We will take Gee Hall, one
of our residence halls, offline next year
to complete a variety of improvements
and enhancements.
“On a larger scale, we are currently
exploring land development projects
at both the front and back of the
Lawrenceville campus. The goal is to
create a campus-town environment that
will feature a combination of retail,
dining and housing options, which can

be enjoyed by not only the Rider community, but our neighbors and visitors
to campus as well.”
As Dell’Omo wrapped up his speech,
he reiterated the difficulties Rider will
have to confront as it moves forward.
“Rider University, like many universities today, has challenges that it must
face and overcome,” Dell’Omo said.
“Declining numbers of traditionalage high school graduates, changing
student demographics and the high
cost of college are all factors affecting
colleges and universities to one degree
or another,
SEE DELL’OMO
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Employee and wife killed in tragic PA accident

A

By Brandon Scalea
RIDER employee

and his wife were killed in
an automobile accident in Bucks County,
Pennsylvania, on April 10.
David Sochalski, 30, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning mechanic in the Facilities
Management Department, and his wife, Carmine, 42,
died as a result of the accident. There was another
passenger in the backseat — Carmine’s brother, Luis
Mendez — who was injured and released from St.
Mary Medical Center in Langhorne, Pennsylvania on
April 12. Mendez works for Cushman and Wakefield,
formerly Unicco, at Westminster Choir College on

Rider’s Princeton campus.
Mike Reca, associate vice president of Facilities
and Auxiliary Services, expressed the grief that he
shares with everyone who knew Sochalski and his
family.
“We are deeply saddened by the loss of our colleague,” Reca said. “He was a valuable worker, but
most importantly, he was a friend. I’d also like to offer
my condolences to his mother and the entire family in
this very difficult time. Our thoughts and prayers are
with them.”
David’s mother, Michele Sochalski, also works at
Rider. She is the business coordinator in the Office of

Information Technology.
Around 2 a.m., the couple, both residents of
Bensalem, Pennsylvania, were traveling southbound
on Route 1 between the Oxford Valley and Route 13
exits. A vehicle driving on the wrong side of the road
hit them head-on, according to the accident’s lead
investigator, Officer Stephanie Metterle of the Falls
Township Police Department.
The impact caused one of the cars to flip over the
concrete median into the northbound lane, where it
struck a disabled vehicle that
SEE AUTOMOBILE
was parked on the shoulder.
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STUDENT DECEIVED
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Jailhouse rock

T

WO INDIVIDUALS ARE WANTED for a theft by deception which victimized a member of the women’s
basketball team on April 5.
Joe Pinto and Natasha Joseph of Lawrence
Township are wanted for allegedly stealing a total of
$2,500 from senior global supply chain management
major Manon Pellet.
According to Lt. Joseph Amodio, Pellet told
Lawrence police that at approximately 1 p.m., she
received a phone call from a woman posing as the
chief investigating officer from the IRS. The woman,
who identified herself to Pellet as “Esther Rose,” told
Pellet that she had three violations against her and
owed the IRS $8,677. Pellet, who is here from France
on an athletic scholarship, said she had a conflict with
the IRS last year involving her scholarship, so she was
scared when receiving the phone call from “Rose.”
The woman told Pellet if she didn’t pay at least
some of the money back on that day, a warrant for
her arrest would be placed and she would be held
for deportation. Pellet was then transferred to an
“accountant,” who told Pellet several laws that she did
not understand. When a phone call from “911” came,
“the accountant” ordered Pellet to answer and state
that “the accountant” would send over a fax stating
she was complying with the IRS.
The “accountant” then instructed Pellet to take as
much cash as possible out of her bank account, while
staying on the line with him and not contacting anyone else. She was then ordered to go to an address,
later identified by police as Zainey’s Unique Mart in
Ewing, and make two $1,250 Money Gram transactions — one to Natasha Joseph of Charlotte, North
Carolina, and one to Joe Pinto of Cary, North Carolina.
When the transaction was completed, Pellet was
updated an hour later that the case was resolved, but
to hold on to any receipts. The investigation is ongoing.

Unusual picnic

Not the pen pal program she signed up for. On
Tuesday, April 5, Public Safety received information
from a staff member stating that a student received
a letter from a prison inmate. Public Safety was able
to identify the author, and officers have been assured
that he will be incarcerated for a very long time. There
has been no further correspondence between the
inmate and student.

Motion tabled. On April 8 at 11:07 a.m., Public
Safety was dispatched to the Poyda Hall parking lot.
Upon arrival, a picnic table was discovered along the
tree line. Backed up against the table was a pick-up
truck with scratches on the bed that matched the
color of the table. Public Safety was able to identify
the operator of the vehicle, who apologized for his
actions and returned to pick up the table.

THE RIDER NEWS HONORED WITH JOURNALISM AWARDS

Courtesy of Cathy Albano

T

Thomas Albano and Alexis Schulz (right), finalists at the
Society of Professional Journalists’ Region 1 Mark of Excellence
Awards, are shown with Jane Primerano, interim regional
director of SPJ region 1.
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HE RIDER NEWS WAS recently presented with
several honors at the Society of Professional
Journalists (SPJ) Region 1 Mark of Excellence
Awards, held at Southern Connecticut State
University in New Haven, Connecticut, and at the New
Jersey Collegiate Press Association (NJCPA) Awards
Luncheon, held at the Courtyard by Marriott Hotel in
Cranbury. Both ceremonies were on April 9.
The SPJ’s Region 1 includes college newspapers
in nine states. Other finalists in categories in which
The Rider News competed included Harvard and Yale
universities.
Sophomore journalism major Shanna O’Mara won
first place in the sports writing category for her article
“She’s a keeper — MAAC shutout leader BethanyMay Howard opens up.” O’Mara is the first Rider
News member to win an SPJ regional category since
2009. Her piece now is entered in the nationwide
competition.
Senior journalism major Thomas Albano, who also
won an SPJ award last year, was a finalist in sports
writing, and junior journalism major Alexis Schulz was
a finalist in the category of editorial writing.
Junior journalism major Thomas Regan and junior
public relations major Emily Kelley were both finalists
for separate entries in the photo illustration category.
Five regional SPJ Mark of Excellence Awards is the
most The Rider News has won in one year.
“It definitely speaks to how much work we all put
into the newspaper each week,” said Regan, the executive editor. “Every member of our staff helped win
these awards, even the individual awards. Whether it
be a suggestion at the copy desk or someone helping the lead writer gather information or quotes,
every member of our staff helped us win the most
SPJ awards in our newspaper’s history. I’m incredibly
proud of everyone.”
At the NJCPA awards, The Rider News took home
first place in general excellence over competitors
such as Princeton and Rutgers. The last time the
newspaper won this award was in 2013.
“Winning general excellence from the New Jersey
Press Association is an honor. It’s not something you
win every year,” said Schulz, the managing editor.
“Our Rider News team really has done an outstanding
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VEHICLE HIT A PEDESTRIAN, identified as a member of the men’s swimming and diving team, on
April 5 just before 7 p.m. in front of Ziegler Hall.
The victim, Carter Paules, was attempting
to walk in the crosswalk between Ziegler Hall and
the Campus Mall when a car struck him. According
to Lt. Joseph Amodio of the Lawrence police, the
driver did not see Paules before hitting him. One of
Paules’ teammates said that Paules was transported
to Capital Health Regional Medical Center in Trenton
for a chipped tooth, broken arm and sprained ankle.
He was released later that night.
According to Amodio, the driver was also transported to a hospital for treatment, but was later
released.
The driver was issued a summons for careless driving, Amodio said.

From left, Thomas Regan, Shanna O’Mara, Gianluca D’Elia,
Emily Kelley and Emily Klingman won awards from NJCPA.
job, and the newsroom feels like a home for everyone to collaborate and share reporting and writing
excellence.”
Junior journalism major Emily Klingman won
second place in feature writing, and sophomore
journalism major Gianluca D’Elia won third place in
news writing. Senior elementary education major
Courtney Taylor won second place in photography,
while O’Mara won second place in sports writing for
the same article on Howard.

Cont’d from P. 1

we’ve done for 151 years, we will adapt, and we will
move forward. Just like our university motto states, ‘In
omnia paratus’ – ‘in all things, go prepared.’ And we
are prepared, and committed, and are ready to move
forward to face the future.”
Dell’Omo’s reassurance fell on a crowd that showed
its support throughout the afternoon with claps and
laughter. Those who were not on board — the protesters and some of the faculty — were not in attendance
for the speech. The dozen members of the Rider
Students Union were unable to hear the inaugural
address, as they and their signs, two of which read,
“I put Rider first. Why can’t Rider put my education
first?” and “Dell’OH NO,” exited before listening to
the president’s promises.
When Dell’Omo walked up to the lectern, with the
presidential medallion ornamenting his neck, the student
protesters chanted, “Students before profits,” receiving
a few boos from the crowd as they voluntarily exited the
gym.
Dell’Omo had begun his tenure cutting or downgrading 17 programs and laying off 14 faculty members, most of them tenured. He rescinded the cuts
when the faculty union and administration negotiated
concessions, including a two-year wage freeze.

Kenny Dillon, the Students Union president and
a sophomore political science and arts administration
major, suggested that the protest was meant as a demonstration to continue to lobby for more student voice
in university decisions.
“It was more to make a statement that any change
that will happen with the university should account for
both the business side and the current student body,”
he said.
According to Dr. Thomas Callahan, professor of
history, the protest was the first student protest he can
recall since students filled the hallway outside former
president Frank N. Elliott’s office to push the university to add a Wednesday reading day during exam
weeks.
Despite the negative reaction from some of the
crowd, Dr. Yun Xia, professor of communication,
believes the protest was important in allowing every
voice to be heard and potentially opening up a discussion to move the university forward.
“We want Rider to be successful regardless of our
differences,” Xia said. “I hope the protesting is also part
of the procedure to make Rider healthy and successful.
We need different voices. I welcome different voices.
“For the inauguration ceremony, I think the president did a good job, trying to pull everything together,
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Dell’Omo looks to future while protesters remind him of past

Student protesters briefly interrupted President Dell’Omo’s
installation ceremony with chants of “Students before profits.”
and I can see that he shares common ground with the
faculty and the community.
In a statement, Dell’Omo expressed his respect for
peaceful student demonstrations.
“My door is always open to all students to schedule
a time to meet with me,” he said. “Therefore, I will
extend an invitation to the students who assembled at
Inauguration to come and speak with me personally.
I hope they will see this as an opportunity to start a
dialogue based on understanding and respect.”
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Doctors face emotion, error and ‘state of panic’

D

By Robert Leitner

being overwhelmed
with emotions and often struggle with how to deal
with them appropriately, according to a physician
and writer who spoke in the Cavalla Room on
April 5.
Danielle Ofri, M.D., Ph.D., the author of What
Doctors Feel, explained that nobody likes to be afraid,
especially doctors, because it makes them feel like they
are not in control. Often doctors deal with the emotion by pretending it doesn’t exist.
“Owning up to fear is very hard for doctors
because we are expected to be right all the time,” she
said. “Owning up to it and asking for help, those are
things we do not do well.”
As a medical student, Ofri was overwhelmed by fear
and wanted to find a way to eliminate this emotion.
However, her thoughts on fear have since changed.
“I think if we eradicate our fears completely, we
would become those sorts of cocky cowboy doctors,”
she said. “We also can’t live in a state of panic all the
time. When fear takes over, I have to remember that’s
the time to turn and ask for help, rather than put
patients at risk because a mistake might be made.”
After the speech, Dr. Bryan Spiegelberg, associate
professor of chemistry and biochemistry, elaborated
on this idea.
“I’m sure that the first time a medical student or new
doctor performs a potentially dangerous procedure,
he or she experiences perhaps a significant amount of
trepidation,” he said. “But I’m also sure that training
and experience keep all but the newest students from
feeling true ‘fear.’ I think that fear would be a significant negative factor in the quality of care.”
Ofri went on to maintain that any death because of
a medical error is unacceptable. Two types of biases
impact doctors and account for many of the medical
errors made today, she said.
“Doctors who are experiencing negative emotions
tend to be less flexible in their thinking, and are prone

Emily Kelley/The Rider News

OCTORS face the possibility of

Dr. Danielle Ofri, author of What Doctors Feel, speaks in the
Cavalla Room on April 5 about the doctor-patient connection.
to anchoring bias – when the patient comes in with
one diagnosis and doctors ‘anchor’ to that diagnosis.
Thereafter, every other piece of data that may contradict the original diagnosis you discard.
“Doctors who experience positive emotions like joy
and happiness are more flexible in their thinking, but
they can make medical errors using attribution bias.
Attribution bias is attributing the disease to who the
patient is rather than the actual pathology.”
Doctors have conferences to discuss specific medical errors in order to minimize the chances of these
mistakes happening again. According to Ofri, these
conferences are usually unproductive and end up
shaming doctors.
“It’s a great idea in theory to go over what went
wrong, and what errors were made,” she said. “Often
these conferences are about who can we blame and
who can we put up on the stand.”
Dr. Nancy Wiencek, an assistant professor of communication who coordinated the event, embraced

looking at medical errors but also thought it should be
done in a supportive manner.
“Yes, mistakes happen,” said Wiencek. “But there
are always lessons to be learned from mistakes. To
be able to deal with it and turn it into a learning
experience, where you don’t feel as if you will just be
punished, that’s a positive thing.”
Many in the audience attended because they’re
interested in the new health communication minor.
The university is also developing programs in allied
health studies, healthcare management, health sciences and healthcare policy.
Ofri made the point that in order for doctors to be
able to discuss errors productively, it’s important to
understand guilt and shame. Guilt prods people to make
amends, and shame is about people’s failure. Once doctors come to terms with their shame, it is easier for them
to discuss their mistakes, according to Ofri.
“Research shows that patients would much rather
be told about the error, even the near misses,” said
Ofri. “In fact, they’re less likely to drop their doctor if
you tell them about the error.”
Senior communication major Jared Strand supported
Ofri’s idea about doctors’ honesty with medical errors.
“Ofri made a very valid point,” Strand said. “If a
doctor is honest to their patients about medical errors,
it would build trust between patients. I feel like if a
doctor told me bad news or that there was almost an
error, I would appreciate their honesty.”
When asked about what inspires her to keep going
in a job with all these emotions and dealing with constant sickness, Ofri described the opportunity she has
to be a part of the lives of others.
“I feel like I have an incredible privilege to be in
on people’s lives and hear about their pains and passions,” she said. “That is beautiful even when it’s painful. Even when I’m helping patients face their death,
there is something so beautiful about being in on a
vulnerable moment and trying to make it better.”

Westminster student receives rare scholarship

A

By Theresa Evans
STUDENT who sings at
Westminster and conducts scientific research on the Lawrenceville
campus has been given a rare
honor. Sophomore biochemistry and
music double major Shayna Holness
received an honorable mention from
the Barry Goldwater Scholarship and
Excellence in Education Program.
“To my knowledge, Shayna is only
the third Rider student to be honored
by this scholarship program,” said Dr.
James Castagnera, the Rider University
faculty representative to the Goldwater
Foundation. “She also is the first student, so far as I know, to aim for both a
bachelor of science degree on Rider’s
Lawrenceville campus and a bachelor
of arts degree on our Princeton campus.
Her academic career to date is one of
the best examples I know of the almost
unique opportunity offered to Rider students who come to our campuses with
diverse interests and career goals.”

Holness said, the purpose of the
foundation is to provide a continuing source of highly qualified scientists, mathematicians, and engineers
by awarding scholarships to college
students who intend to pursue research
careers in these fields.
According to the scholarship’s press
release, 252 scholars received the award
out of 1,150 mathematics, science and
engineering student nominees. The
students were selected on academic
merit and nominated by representatives from 415 colleges and universities
nationwide. All of the scholars intend
to obtain a Ph.D.
“The Barry Goldwater Scholarship
was established in 1986 to honor the
famous senator and 1964 presidential
candidate, who took a tremendous
interest in educating more American
scientists, mathematicians and engineers,” Castagnera said. “It is perhaps
the most prestigious award of its kind.
The best students from every major

research university in the United States
compete for these awards.”
Holness plans on graduating in 2018
and hopes to continue her work in the
science lab on campus as she currently
works for Dr. Kelly Bidle, a professor
in the biology and behavioral neuroscience department. After she graduates,
she plans to get her Ph.D. in a field
related to biochemistry and sing in a
professional choir. Pursuing both passions is very important to her.
“I find Shayna to be a wonderfully curious, talented and intelligent
person,” said Dr. Kathy Price, a vocal
pedagogy professor. “These qualities
carry over into her study of voice, and
her curiosity regarding how the voice
works physiologically and acoustically.
She is also a very musical individual
who uses her voice and her person
expressively to interpret both music and
poetry with nuanced sensitivity.”
Rider faculty helped Holness with
the application process as well as giving

her support as she obtains a dual
degree at both the Westminster College
of the Arts and the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences. Her parents, past
vocal coaches and current professors
have given her the support she needs to
get to where she is today.
“She is truly a unique student and
one who works incredibly hard. To be
able to work with someone who excels
in two completely different disciplines
—music and science— has been a real
pleasure,” said Bidle. “She brings a
unique perspective to her studies, and
it’s just been a real pleasure working
with her in the research lab.”
Holness said she believes that an
honorable mention “represents my
promise as a researcher and my potential to make a significant contribution
to the biochemistry field.”
“I believe I’m only the third person in
Rider history to receive any award in this
fiercely competitive program, a fact that
both amazes and humbles me,” she said.

Rider mourns science professor who reshaped department

G

By Shanna O’Mara
ERALD Kent,

a former science professor and chairman of the science department for 32 years, died on March 25 at Sharp Memorial Hospital in San
Diego, California, after a sudden illness. He was 85.
Kent began his career at Rider College in 1962, serving as an associate
professor of chemistry and chairman of the division of natural sciences. In 1980, he
was awarded the Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Distinguished Teaching Award
to recognize teaching excellence. He helped design the science labs in the new
Science building and served as a professor and researcher before retiring in 1994.
“He changed a lot of people’s lives for the better,” said William McCarroll, an
emeritus professor of chemistry. “He created the culture of the science department,
although most people there now probably don’t know that.”
Kent was born in Newark, New Jersey, on Nov. 24, 1930, the only child of
Elizabeth Tisdale Platt and Gerald Joseph Kent, Jr.

He attended Hillside High School and The Lawrenceville School before graduating from Upsala College with a Bachelor of Science degree in 1955. He earned
graduate degrees in organic chemistry at Princeton, gaining a master’s degree in
1958 and a Ph.D. in 1959.
“He was an excellent teacher,” McCarroll said. “He loved 8 a.m. chemistry
classes. He was always there on time and expected his students to be too. He had
very high standards for his students, and those who lived up profitted.”
Kent was an athlete throughout his life, excelling on his high school’s baseball
and football teams and being named to the 1948 all-state football team. He also
played tennis into his 70s.
He is survived by his wife of 35 years, Birgit; two daughters, Samantha Kent and
Christine Kent; a son, Matthew Kent; a grandson, Holden Butterfield; and his three
beloved dogs, Morris, Sophie and Maddie.
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Shrugged off tickets shrink bank accounts

T

By Shanna O’Mara

is plastered with parking tickets
as the owner approaches the car and shoves the
notices to the bottom of a bag. It’s just another
week, another pile of paper, another sum due.
Some students may assume that parking tickets can
never catch up to them, that “Public Safety cannot
identify them as the owners/operators of the vehicles
if they do not register” their car, according to Director
of Public Safety Vickie Weaver. But these assumptions
are wrong.
“Periodically, we will see a student accumulate fines
totaling into thousands of dollars,” Weaver said. “This
is most often due to the student intentionally failing to
register their vehicle. We do identify vehicle owners/
operators and then hold them accountable for any
accumulated tickets.”
These offenses can contribute to a driver’s record
and reduce drivers’ rights to cruise at will.
“These students may lose their driving privileges on
campus, plus face disciplinary action for violating the
Student Code of Social Conduct,” Weaver said.
During the fall 2015 semester, 3,217 parking tickets
were given out to students, faculty, staff members
and visitors. This number is only slightly lower than
the total amount of tickets administered during all of
last year. For the 2014-15 academic year, 4,951 were
recorded while 5,517 tickets were written out during
the 2013-14 school year and a whopping 6,548 were
reported the year before, according to Weaver.
“The number of tickets issued often fluctuates

Emily Kelley/The Rider News

HE windshield

During the fall 2015 semester, 3,217 parking tickets were issued by
Public Safety on the Lawrenceville campus.
based on the number of students who fail to register
their vehicles,” she said. “Those who do not register,
yet park on campus, are subject to a greater number
of tickets for failing to comply with parking and traffic
regulations, as outlined in The Source.”
While Public Safety does its best to keep the Rider
community safe, some students feel that the university
takes this mission a bit too far.
“I feel like Rider goes way overboard with the
parking tickets, and they have no mercy,” sophomore
behavioral neuroscience major Jennifer Londregan
said. “I get nervous even parking outside my residence hall to carry stuff to my car because they are

always giving tickets. But I guess it’s understandable if
someone never registers their car — that’s a different
situation.”
Although some students have had success in
appealing tickets they believed were inappropriately issued, the frequency at which this happens is
relatively low. Only 15 percent of appeal forms are
accepted, according to Weaver. All reviews are conducted by a Traffic Ticket Review Board made up of
representatives from the student body and staff.
While those who frequently receive tickets may be
irritated by the amount they are forced to pay, others
who follow the rules outlined by The Source actually
benefit from their peers’ negligence.
“The money collected from motor vehicle traffic tickets goes into the university’s General Account
Fund,” Weaver said. “It is part of the university’s
operating budget and helps support all of the services
that Rider provides to students.”
Weaver urges all students to register their vehicles
to avoid consequences because of an excess of tickets
or events during which cars need to relocate.
“Everyone is expected to register their vehicle with
Public Safety,” she said. “By doing so, not only are you
adhering to reasonable vehicle regulations, but you
also provide Public Safety with your immediate contact
information in the event we encounter a problem with
your vehicle during our patrols or if we need you to
move your vehicle to another designated area due to
construction work, weather concerns or other trafficrelated reasons.”

Detention to doctorate: Student pursues Ph.D. at Yale

J

By Lauren Lavelle
ONATHAN Tyson,

a senior biochemistry major, was recently accepted
into Yale’s prestigious Ph.D.
program.
“A Ph.D. is undoubtedly the only
career path for me,” said Tyson. “I’m
all about problem-solving and, in one
way or another, I’ve incorporated it
into every aspect of my life. I can spend
hours just brainstorming about more
interesting, efficient and unique ways to
solve problems without realizing how
much time had passed.”
Tyson, a very involved student
respected by both faculty and peers,
started out with the common issues
every young scholar deals with.
“I wasn’t always as ‘well-behaved’
as I am now, and as such I spent a little
time in school detentions and things of
that sort,” said Tyson.
Eventually, though, Tyson used this
“free” time to his advantage and discovered one of his true passions.
“I’d always pass this time by
developing efficient methods to solve

complex mathematical problems
mentally,” said Tyson. “Eventually,
tutoring would become my passion. I
realized that I enjoyed helping others
work through their problems equally as
much as I enjoyed solving my own. The
opportunity to answer questions that,
even with the wealth of knowledge
currently available in the world, no one
has been able to address is a challenge
the problem-solver in me just can’t
turn down. I live to ask and answer
questions.”
Tyson’s knack for problem-solving
and his desire to help others led him to
believe teaching was the best path to
take. Yet, a bigger, more complicated
field occupied his mind.
“As I continued to read and learn, I
discovered that there were even greater
problems out there, such as incurable
disease and scientific phenomena,
which to this day no one can explain,”
said Tyson. “Of course, like everyone else in my field, I want my work
to somehow make a difference in the
world. Being a Ph.D. scientist allows me

to do that every day for the rest of my
life. I know that if I pursue this path,
I’ll never ‘work’ a day in my life.”
After obtaining his terminal degree,
Tyson hopes to become a professor at a
research-one level institution and looks
forward to training future generations
of chemists.
Along with this, Tyson wants to
enlighten the public on the joys of
science, an aspect of the world he feels
should be appreciated rather than
feared.
“I hope to somehow aid in spreading science by working together with
other scientists to find new and interesting ways to explain our work to
the public,” said Tyson. “It’d be great
to somehow increase the excitement
for science and academics in general
among young people. Fewer questions
about ‘what Kim Kardashian is doing’
and more about how molecular interactions within biochemical systems could
facilitate the curing of disease would be
great.”
Tyson credits the majority of his

success at Rider to the professors who
guided him through his tough academic
courses, specifically Dr. Danielle Jacobs,
an associate chemistry professor.
“My pattern of close relationship
with professors was solidified my sophomore year when I met Dr. Jacobs while
taking organic chemistry,” said Tyson.
“I owe my desire to study organic
chemistry to her. She offered me a
position in her lab and quickly got me
working firsthand with real science.”
When asked if he had any advice for
students with a similar career path in
mind, Tyson delivered an encouraging
message.
“Take your education into your own
hands,” said Tyson. “Rider has wonderful professors, but at the end of the
day, you’re responsible for your own
academic development. Every single
class that I took here at Rider, core
courses included, I can say I gained
something from. I want to be the one to
make a difference. Only dedication can
get you that, not grades.”

Snowstorm hastens demise of Daly’s newly uncovered skylight

I

By Carlos Toro
N the

beginning of the semester, drop ceiling tiles were removed during and after
the first major snowstorm. They revealed a beautiful, yet leaky skylight that had
been hidden underneath since it was installed two years ago.
Michael Reca, associate vice president of facilities and auxiliary services, said
that the skylight needed covering and that it has not been functioning fully since
it was put in place. “Skylights always leak” based on the nature of their design, he
said.
“We’re just going to be replacing it with regular roof decking material, insulated
and the rubber roof on top,” Reca said. “This skylight thing has been there since
the original renovations took place two years ago. We had put some seals around
them and the skylight has not been fully functional for the space.”
Reca said that the skylight will be replaced during the summer and that it will
cost between $15,000 and $20,000. The process will take approximately two to
three weeks and “is going to be invisible to everybody in the building.” Reca sees the
work as something that will benefit the facility in the long run.
The changes were originally going to be made in the summer of 2015, but Reca
cited timing as the reason why work was postponed. Reca said that with so many
projects that utilized the school’s facilities staff, there simply was not enough money
or manpower to get the job done on time.

Weather had also been a factor. The snowstorm that hit Rider last winter
affected the skylight, which prompted the immediate need for repair. Reca said that
with the way the ventilation system was set up, the snow blew in the direction of the
skylight and there was two feet of snow in that area, something that he said he has
never seen before.
“We had the snowstorm, and because of the way the wind blew, the cap has a
vent in it where the air can travel,” Reca said. “It was almost like a terrarium. When
you have a skylight and have light shining on it, it heats up inside there. What happened was, during the snowstorm, wind was actually blowing the snow up the glass
and up under the cap and it was coming down inside the skylight.”
In the meantime, the skylight has a plastic covering. Reca said even that solution
was getting a little old and needed to be repaired. The covering is a temporary fix
until full renovations are done.
“We had a milky plastic covering below the skylight,” Reca said. “It let natural
light come in which was diffused by the plastic covering.”
Reca said that it was an inevitability that the skylight needed to be covered and
replaced.
“No matter when you put [skylights] in, they will eventually leak and for our
purposes, we would rather just cover them up and use better lighting in that space
and do what we can with it,” Reca said.
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By Shanna O’Mara
HE Bart Luedeke Center Theater

was silent and members of the
Student Government Association
(SGA) tapped their fingers and held
their breath as, one by one, the results of
the general election were revealed.
The voting concluded on April 7,
and the winners were announced by
Richard Kopp, director of campus life
and SGA adviser.
Junior public relations major Ryan
Hopely ran unopposed for a second
term as SGA president, as did sophomore English major John Modica for
vice president. Sophomore accounting
major Isaiah Britt remained in the SGA
chief financial officer position. Junior
political science major Ruth Del Pino
won the chief communications officer
position.
“There were a number of positions
that ran unopposed,” Kopp said. “What
I hope that means is that the people
who were running are people who held
positions this year and did such a great
job that no one wanted to run against
them, and people felt comfortable having them represent them next year.”
Freshman biochemistry major Zaire
Cone won the sophomore class presidency, and sophomore finance major
Handy De La Cruz will be the junior
class president. Junior communication studies major Leah Corcillo won
the senior class president position.
She was also elected Rider Univeristy
Greek Council (RUGC) vice president
of National Panhellenic Conference
(NPC) recruitment.
“I was one of the few that was
actually contested, but it was a great
election,” Corcillo said. “It was nerveracking running for two different positions for two different councils, but I’m
excited. Senior year is going to be great.”
Corcillo has many plans heading
into her two new positions.
“I want to revamp NPC recruitment

and potentially reach more young
women on campus,” she said. “I know,
a lot of the time, girls don’t want to go
Greek because they don’t know much
about it. I know I didn’t, but I just went
along with my friends. I think that’s a
lot of people’s situation. I would really
like to inform people so they can make
an informed decision.
“I also have a lot of ideas for Senior
Pub Night and programming. Senior
class president is so different from
freshman, sophomore and junior class
presidents because you’re catering to
different students. As senior class president, I hope to be able to provide for
graduating-level students and what we
want, which is a little more adult than
everyone else working up to that point.”
Junior secondary education major
Alyssa Belardo is now the RUGC
president. Junior public relations
major Kevin Grunder earned the vice
president of membership development position, and the vice president
of Intercultural Greek Council growth
and development is sophomore communication studies major Yaslyn Lora.
The vice president of public relations
and marketing title went to sophomore
human resources management and services major Kristina Sidders, and junior
digital media major Brie Betlejewski
ran unopposed for vice president of
programming. Sophomore secondary
education major Will Harmonay will
be the vice president of interfraternity
council recruitment.
The student finance board has resident and commuter seats, which were
filled by freshman accounting major
Jannatul Nayeem and sophomore
finance major Benjamin Kraml, respectively. The Greek seat position went
to freshman accounting major Dana
Zimmermann. Sophomore accounting major Jaymie Nieves and freshman
accounting major Anthony Leggiero
won the two at-large seats.

Neil Davis/The Rider News

Votes are in: SGA positions fill for new year

From left, newly elected vice president of interfraternity council recruitment Will Harmonay, senior
class president and RUGC vice president of NPC recruitment Leah Corcillo and returning SGA president
Ryan Hopely stand outside the BLC Theater, where the SGA general election results were announced.
Khylah Jean was elected senator of
the Association of Commuting Students
(ACS). Andrew Fitzmaurice is now the
secretary, Veroniqe Raczkiewicz is treasurer, Kraml is vice president and Liam
Piscetelli is president.
Freshman behavioral neuroscience
major Connor Sullivan earned the
Residence Hall Association vice president of programming position, and
the president is now junior elementary
education major Patrick Brennan.
The following 16 students earned
senator seats: Sullivan, Adam Chodes,
Danielle Burkard, Malik Wright,
Leggiero, Melissa Castro, Adriana
Bellomo, Olivia Barone, Rosemary
Jolly, Roxana Aguilar, Kara Jonsonn,
Samantha Warner, Alexa Puntiel,
Natalie Collazo, Stephani Mathurin
and Jason Baumann.
“The election went very well, in
terms of participation,” Kopp said.
“There was a great turnout. I think
voter turnout was slightly higher than

last year, and Collegiate Link probably
had something to do with that.”
This was the first year that
Collegiate Link, a software product
launched in February to link students
to clubs and organizations, was used for
the voting process.
“We had been using an online server
for voting the past two years,” Kopp
said. “We paid an additional license
for it, so it’s nice that Collegiate Link
already had the voting feature built in.
It was exciting for us to use this software and introduce it to some students
who hadn’t used it before. There were
no technical glitches, which was great
since we just rolled this out in February.
And we’re now asking people to help
name the product.”
The top six names are Bronc Nation,
Bronc Buzz, Bronc Feed, Cranberry
Connect, Cran Connect and Bronc
Source.
The winning name will be
announced later this month.

Students face the truth of domestic abuse, sexual assault

W

By Alexis Schulz

ITH more than 500 cases coming into the
Mercer County Prosecutor’s Special Victim’s
Unit (SVU) every year, a few cases stick out.
One of those cases, according to Anthony
Petracca, detective from the Mercer County Prosecutor’s
Office SVU, was when he saw an 11-month-old boy
wrapped in gauze and covered with serious burns.
Petracca said the boy’s father was giving the child a bath
when he noticed the boy’s skin started peeling off.
“My job is to find the truth,” Petracca said.
Petracca spoke as part of the event Halt to Assault
held on April 6 in the Bart Luedeke Center Theater.
The event was the brainchild of sophomore psychology major Bianca Acri who viewed the film The
Hunting Ground, a documentary about sexual assault on
college campuses, and asked Susan Stahley, substance
abuse and sexual assault prevention coordinator, what
she could do to make a difference in the campus community. The pair teamed up for an event that would
educate the community about the process a domestic

violence or sexual assault call goes through.
Katie Magee, Mercer County assistant prosecutor,
said specifically the child advocacy center that the
county has is very inviting for children. The center has
a warm atmosphere with art and a television so the
children can be comfortable. She said when a child
comes into the center, Magee squats down and talks to
them face-to-face so they don’t feel intimidated.
“Regardless how you treat people, stature matters,”
she said. “We get down to their level.”
Magee and Petracca recounted nights when they
would get phone calls at 4 a.m. stating that there was a
sexual assault in Mercer County and they had to jump
into action.
One of the main points Petracca touched upon is
that, when victims come to the SVU, they only have to
tell their story to one person and that person will stay
with them through the entirety of the investigation.
“You’re seeing the same face again,” said Petracca.
One of the most important things to victims, according to Petracca, is not having to tell their stories to

multiple people.
Kaila Most, Womanspace advocate, also spoke at
the event. She said when a person is sexually assaulted,
an advocate is assigned to him or her to go over
options. If the victim decides not to go to the police,
that person can go to Womanspace for counseling and
other services, including transitional housing programs.
The standards of evidence for Mercer County are
different than for Rider, according to Petracca and
Magee. For Mercer County, the standard of evidence
is “beyond a reasonable doubt,” whereas for Rider the
standard is “more likely than not” for sexual assault
and domestic violence crimes.
Magee said a point to keep in mind is that sexual
assault victims are affected for the rest of their lives by
the violence they encounter.
“When you’re sexually assaulted, it doesn’t end
when you call a police officer, it stays with you for
the rest of your life,” said Magee. “There’s not a lot
I haven’t seen; the biggest thing is to let the victims
know it’s not their fault.”

Automobile accident claims member of Rider faculty
Cont’d from P. 1

car were a 26-year-old couple from Bristol, Pennsylvania. The female passenger
is eight-months pregnant, and she and her child, as well as her companion, are
expected to make full recoveries.
Shortly after the accident, Sochalski and his wife were pronounced dead at St. Mary.
According to Metterle, the investigation is still in its preliminary stages and a
search warrant has not yet been issued. Because of the nature of the accident,
LevittownNow.com reported that it is believed that drugs and alcohol played a role.

The driver of the car going the wrong way was 35-year-old Alexander
Skroumbelos of Trenton. He is being treated for serious injuries at St. Mary, and
authorities have not yet spoken with him or charged him with anything.
Sochalski and his wife leave behind a son named Garrison who will turn 2 in
May, as well as a Rider community that will miss them dearly.
The family has not yet announced plans for a funeral service. The University is
waiting for word on that, and plans to hold a memorial service on campus in the
future.
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Face to face
with mental illness

W

HILE most students spend their Tuesday
and Thursday mornings fighting the urge
to fall asleep in class, senior psychology
major Cydaisha Dupree is working with
inmates at the Mercer County Correctional Center in
Lambertville.
Dupree began to search for internships at hospitals in the area, despite her dislike of the hospital
atmosphere. Later on, she found an opening at the
Mercer County Correctional Center’s education unit.
Although Dupree would take whatever she could get,
she knew that wouldn’t be the right fit, either.
She eventually got in touch with Dr. Dione
Johnson, the director of the Mental Health
Department, who never had an intern before.
The entire process took three weeks, and Dupree
began her internship with Johnson in the summer.
“She interviewed me, and she said, ‘I think this
could be a good fit. I’ve never had an intern before,
so you can teach me things, I can teach you things,’”
Dupree said. “It was really an honor for her to accept
me and to take me under her wing.”
Although Dupree was ready to begin her internship, she received guidance throughout the process
from clinical psychology professor Dr. Alison ThomasCottingham, who first met Dupree when she signed up
for her statistics class.
“Typically, what I do is I meet with the student the
semester before they start the internship and talk to
them about their interests, and see if they need any
particular type of guidance, and Cydaisha didn’t need
any,” she said. “She secured it all on her own.”
When students start internships, their excitement
usually can’t be contained. Dupree, however, “definitely” had fears before she started.
“I was scared about my safety, what might happen,
what I may experience, who I may talk to,” Dupree
said. “But they’re very big on safety. Even though I’m
not an official worker there, they make sure my safety

nj.com

By Samantha Brandbergh

Senior psychology major Cydaisha Dupree has been interning at the Mercer County Correctional Center, where she works with inmates
suffering from various mental disorders.
is one of their priorities.”
For Dupree, her first day at the Correctional Center
was nothing like what she expected.
“I thought I was going to be seeing people and
following [Dr. Johnson] around, but that didn’t come
until later,” Dupree explained.
Dr. Johnson instructed Dupree to read specific
chapters from an abnormal psychology textbook,
and later accompany her to see an inmate, allowing Dupree to apply what she just read to real-life
situations.
“You know when you learn something from school
and you think, ‘I’m never gonna apply this.’ It was
interesting how I would see people who fit certain
characteristics, and I would learn from it,” Dupree
said.
Dupree has been working with both male and
female inmates, helping to prepare what they will
discuss in the various group sessions held at the
Correctional Center, including meetings of Alcoholics
Anonymous, discussions on fatherhood and motherhood, and “Think of a Change,” to help the inmates
cope with their situation.
Before this internship, Dupree had never been faceto-face with someone with a mental disorder such as
schizophrenia, so the experience is a big eye-opener.
“People would come in during sessions and they
would have six officers with them,” she explained.

Small cast, big impact

A

By Kimberly Ortiz

Emily Kelley/ The Rider News

themselves in a state of
laughter when John Lyly’s original play,
Gallathea, was brought to life in the intimate
space of the Rider Pub from April 6-10.
Directed by Ivan Fuller, dean of the school of
fine and performing arts, the cast of 14 successfully brought smiles and laughter to audiences of
all ages. It started with a refreshing warm-up that
was performed in front of live audiences prior to
the beginning of the play, which soon led to a fun
opening dance sequence featuring the music of
*NSYNC.
In the first subplot of the play, Gallathea,
played by sophomore musical theater major

Darin Earl (right), as Melebeus disguised as a girl to save his daughter,
Phillida, from the sacrifice. Matt Caccamo, (above) as Cupid, and Sarah
Catherine Carter, as Venus the goddess of love. The comical yet heartworming performances in Gallathea brought the Pub to life this past weekend.

“Starting off in that type of environment, I was really
nervous, but you learn how to cope with it because
it’s your job, and you just have to compose yourself so
they are able to understand you, as well. It taught me
to not show fear or intimidation. They are looking to
you for some type of guidance or help, so you have to
learn how to do that.”
Since Dupree has been interning at Mercer County
Correctional Center for a full school year, ThomasCottingham believes it has helped her “evolve” in
ways other students are unable to in semester-long
internships.
“She talked about how there were times when she
felt, ‘Woah, I’m in this place and they just locked the
door behind me,’” Thomas-Cottingham said. “And
now, she feels comfortable. She would fit in a lot of
places, because she makes herself able to grow and
puts herself in situations where she may feel uncomfortable, but in the end, it’ll be a growth experience.”
Now, with her interest in psychology heightened,
Dupree has equipped herself with the skills to help her
excel in a career.
“I’m planning on getting my masters’ in clinical
counseling, with Dr. Johnson’s help,” Dupree said.
“Until you’re actually in the situation, I feel like you
don’t get the experience. I’m glad I got the experience
of actually being in the presence of someone with a
mental disorder.”

UDIENCES found

Kayla Matters, is told to by her father, Tityrus,
sophomore musical theater major Mariana Saba,
that it is time for the fairest virgin to be sacrificed
to Neptune’s monster, Agar. Gallathea, disguised
as a boy, is able to avoid the sacrifice.
Matters’ performance as the title character
was filled with strong emotion, but with enough
believability to see her disguised as a boy.
Set in the same subplot, Phillida, played by
sophomore musical theater major D’Arcy Green,
experiences the same thing. Green’s heartfelt
performance kept the audience drawn in when
interacting with her father, Melebeus, senior theater performance major Darin Earl. The actors’
father-daughter onstage relationship was a great
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By Gianluca D’Elia
HAT does

a young musician
do when she needs experience but the opportunities to
perform are sparse? When
Elise Brancheau, ’10, found herself in
this situation after finishing her master’s
at Mannes School of Music, she decided
to take matters into her own hands.
Now, Brancheau is preparing to
premiere an opera in New York City,
where she once struggled to find work,
as the co-artistic director of The Secret
Opera, an independent opera company
she co-founded.
Brancheau founded The Secret
Opera with managing director Alexis
Rodda and artistic director Chelsea
Feltman in 2014 after the three
friends finished their master’s degrees
at Mannes. Now, the company not
only creates opportunities for young
performers, but also uses opera as a
catalyst for social change.
“Whether it means producing works
that focus on a relevant issue in our
world, telling stories that aren’t often
given a voice in mainstream media, or
just using art to make people see things
from a different perspective, we’re
always trying to use our craft to connect people by encouraging empathy
through art,” Brancheau said.
After building a reputation in New
Jersey through its past seven performance seasons, The Secret Opera has
created a new, unique production for
its Spring 2016 season: “In Their Own
Words,” three song cycles that highlight
the lives and work of LGBT authors
Virginia Woolf, Walt Whitman and
A.E. Housman.

As an artist, Brancheau said she felt
a responsibility to “support works that
feature voices, ideas and stories that are
often suppressed or dismissed.”
“Take a look at any opera plot from
any century — even this one — and
you’ll see an overwhelming majority of
straight, cis-gendered characters and
relationships,” Brancheau explained.
“It’s the same in mainstream literature,
film, television, theater — you name
it. While I think we’re slowly making
strides in the right direction toward
being more inclusive in the stories we
tell, we still have a lot of work to do.
“We figured if we were going to
put the effort into running an opera
company, we wanted it to mean something, to be more than just a fun way
to perform. There are plenty of opera
companies that perform opera just
for the sake of performing it, which is
totally fine, but we wanted to do something different.”
Brancheau said she has Westminster
to thank for the skills necessary for her
job.
“Running an opera company,
especially one that has only three staff
members, is 100 percent a team effort,”
Brancheau said. “Westminster taught
me the essential skill of working on a
team, of being part of an ensemble.
Knowing how to work in a group
and to support one another is crucial.
Singing in a choir every day for four
years straight really strengthens this
skill, and it makes you used to relying
on others in the best way.”
Brancheau said Westminster also
prepared her for the amount of work it
takes to run an opera company.

Courtesy of Elise Brancheau

Westminster alumna makes musical debut in the Big Apple

Elise Brancheau, left, as Mrs. Gobineau in The Medium at Community Congregational Church, and
Matthew Walsh as Mr. Goibneau. Brancheau will premiere an opera, “In Their Own Words,” at New
York City’s South Oxford Space on April 21 and 23.
“Whenever I start to feel overwhelmed, I think, ‘Hey, I was able to
manage the workload and the crazy
schedule of Westminster — I can
handle this,’” she joked.
Now, six years later, Brancheau
is preparing to use the platform she
has built through The Secret Opera
to share a message of acceptance by
bringing “In Their Own Words” to a
Brooklyn stage.
“Though these writers are no longer
living, their words are connected to the
present day through the music of living
composers,” Brancheau said. “We hope
this will pay tribute not only to A. E.
Housman, Walt Whitman and Virginia
Woolf, but also to the countless others
who, throughout history, have suffered
and fought to get to where we are

now, and those who continue this work
today.”
Through her experiences in classical music, especially in Westminster’s
choirs and with The Secret Opera,
Brancheau learned the importance of
sharing a message through song.
“Art has the power to make audiences feel empathy, to understand
what it’s like to walk in someone else’s
shoes,” she said. “And that’s the first
step in making the world a more loving
and accepting place.”
“In Their Own Words” is premiering at the South Oxford Space in
Brooklyn on Thursday, April 21 and
Saturday, April 23 at 8 p.m.

in intimate performance of Gallathea
way to introduce what would soon be a show full of
hilarious onstage interactions, between both the characters and audience members.
The second subplot, which soon ties all plots
together in the end, was one of mischief and hidden
secrets among the characters. Cupid, junior musical theater major Matt Caccamo, sets out to trick
Diana, junior musical theater major Caysi Dennis, the
Roman goddess of chastity, the moon and the hunt,
and her nymphs to ultimately fall in love. Caccamo’s
bright personality brought enough positive energy to
light up the room. The audience also enjoyed Cupid’s
surprise disguise as one of Diana’s nymphs, a happygo-lucky woman.
Dennis’ Diana was portrayed in a firm and serious
manner. This worked well, especially when Diana has
to lead four other nymphs, who now, thanks to Cupid,
are awestruck and fall in love.
Neptune, the god of the sea, performed by senior
theater performance major Alexandria Huntington,
was one of Diana’s nymphs. The audience was
shown a different side of the character because of
Huntington’s own take on such a legendary mythological character. After Cupid shoots all the nymphs, each
one is determined to find someone to love.
The third and final subplot, although a bit more
confusing, has one of the most comedic sequences in
the entire show. Brothers Rafe, sophomore theater
performance major Bryan Jahnke; Dick, sophomore
musical theater major Brandon Fuller; and Robin,
junior theater performance major Danny Gleason,
are washed ashore on a strange land and decide to go
their separate ways and find their own fortunes in the
woods.
Jahnke’s comedic and realistic take on the lost character of Rafe kept the audience wondering what was
going to happen next. Through his unsuccessful journeys of becoming an apprentice to an alchemist and

an astronomer, Jahnke’s overall performance was one
to be remembered, with his focus on creating enough
emotional reactions for the audience to see.
As all stories tie together, it is Venus the goddess of
love, senior musical theater major Sarah Catherine
Carter, who ultimately brings everyone together in
the end, specifically Gallathea and Phillida, where
they meet once again and decide their fate. Carter’s

motherly character connected with the two girls
when deciding who should ultimately become a boy.
Providing the change to Gallathea, everyone becomes
content with the end results and goes their separate
ways with their new lifestyles.
With a fun and strong sense of audience participation, the Pub was the perfect location for this small,
yet big, play.
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Rider community bonds over bonfire and festivities
A
FTER President

Gregory
Dell’Omo’s inauguration, a
bonfire was lit on the Campus
Green, kicking off Rider’s
first ever Rock Fest.
With doors ajar, students, faculty,
staff, alumni and administrative
members poured into Cranberry’s
and the Pub and out onto the
Campus Green to celebrate Rider’s
excellence and the inauguration.
Attendees had the option to
mountain climb, zip-line, enter
several blow-up obstacle courses or
ride a mechanical bull.
Sophomore TV, radio and film
major Mattew St Onge said the
event was an expression of campus
unity.
“I felt like it was one of the best
events hosted at Rider in a long
time,” St Onge said. “It was the
first time in my two years at Rider
that I’ve seen good portions of
the faculty, staff and student body
really interact with each other in a
fun and social environment.”
The event began with some students painting pallets that would be
used in the bonfire, and for senior
arts administration major Bethanie

Russakow, this experience really
helped set the tone for the harmony
of the evening.
“I liked how the whole campus
came out to celebrate,” she said. “It
was cool because all student groups
and clubs were able to be part of
the event by painting pallets to go
into the fire.”
The event drew approximately
750 attendants throughout the
evening, according to the university.
In the Pub, there was live music,
including student and faculty
bands. On the Campus Green,
there were bands hired by the university who played top hits.
The food, which was free with a
voucher, included chicken tenders
and fries, hot dogs, and fried Oreos.
St Onge believes this event on
the day of inauguration helps move
the university forward after the
cutthroat beginning of Dell’Omo’s
presidency.
“I would absolutely say it was a
positive step for his tenure and the
university itself,” he said. “Seeing
that companionship among those
in the university really gave us the
ability to unite ourselves behind
President Dell’Omo.”

Local cover band performs for attendees at the Rock Fest.

Sudents, faculty, administrators and alumni mingle and enjoy the food, fire and activities at Rider’s first Rock Fest.

(From left to right) Matt Triebwasser, Meghan Korb, Steve Rockafellow and
Zach Curtis watch the flames after they lit the bonfire for the night.

Neil Davis/ The Rider News

By Thomas Regan
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Dance Ensemble taps into the art of charity

A

FTER months of curating and organizing this
semester’s showcase, “All We Are,” the Rider
Dance Ensemble (RDE) will bring its rehearsals
to fruition during its performances on April 16
at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., and April 17 at 1 p.m. and 5
p.m. in the Bart Luedeke Center Theater.
RDE President Taylor Miller, junior elementary
education and dance major, and RDE Vice President
Jessica Spinosa, junior arts administration major with
a concentration in dance, have worked together to
organize the showcase. Any proceeds from the performance are going toward the Ovarian Cancer National
Society.
“Working on another show this semester has been
a challenging, but rewarding experience,” said Miller
and Spinosa in a joint statement. “Once again, our
dancers did an amazing job creating, collaborating
and improvising to make the best of a busy semester.”
Gracing the stage with styles of dance including
contemporary, jazz and tap, RDE stands tall with a
total of 70 students performing in the showcase.
“Each of these styles is performed in various group
sizes ranging from small numbers, to large pieces, and
one full-group number,” said Miller.
Behind the fast-moving feet, sits senior graphic
design major Sara Abelson, RDE technical and
lighting director. Working with the organization for
all four years of her career at Rider, Abelson brings
the depiction of dance to life through her tech-savvy
contributions.
Kaleen Butterfield, senior public relations major,
will be performing in her last showcase with RDE.
“The process of preparing and creating a show
in the length of a semester can be extremely challenging,” said Butterfield. “But seeing the work put
in from the start of our auditions in February, to a
fully rehearsed show in April, is incredibly rewarding.
Because we are a student-run organization, putting on
a show is completely on us.
“Booking the space, finding rehearsal times, selecting dances, ordering costumes, the social media and
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By Vanessa Woy

The Rider Dance Ensemble will bring a variety of styles to the Bart Luedeke Center Theater stage from April 16 to April 17. Audiences are
encouraged to donate to the Ovarian Cancer National Society.
everything that goes into putting on a showcase is
our responsibility. RDE takes an immense amount of
pride in creating dances and performances of quality,
and focuses on maintaining the high standards we set
for ourselves.”
In contrast to many of the performances on Rider’s
campus, RDE takes the path less traveled, charging no
admission fee.
“A unique aspect of our organization’s performances, is that they’re 100 percent free for attendees,”
said Butterfield. “We ask for a suggested donation for
the charity chosen for that semester. It feels good to
know that not only are we working hard to put a great
show together, but we are making a difference at the
same time.”

During this spring’s showcase, attendees can expect
to see a myriad of dance performances, consisting
of unique pieces created by student choreographers.
Miller and Spinosa, rolling forward as some of the
showcase’s key wheels, aim to increase awareness of
the arts through the showcase.
“We look forward to sharing these new works with
not only RDE family and friends but the entire Rider
community,” said both Miller and Spinosa. “We feel
that this show displays the versatility of our dancers,
encompassing this semester’s theme, ‘All We Are.’ We
could not be more proud of the growth made in Rider
Dance Ensemble this year, and look forward to what
the future holds.”
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FROM THE EDITOR

T

HE Campus Green was illumiVI\MLJaIJWVÅZM\PI\LIVKML
and sparked through the night
as students celebrated the ending of Rider’s presidential inauguration week on April 8.
What wasn’t on the minds of
many students who attended Rider
Rock Fest were thoughts about a deficit, enrollment, cutbacks or faculty
negotiations. What didn’t even dawn
on many students was the strict
financial reality that the university is
facing. But that is how it should have
been. Students need to put aside
any worries for a while, especially
in a climate that has turned gray
since mid-fall 2015 when President
Gregory Dell’Omo announced the
slicing of numerous programs and
faculty members.
Students sang along with bands
and grazed on food that always
tastes better when served from a
truck. Many students were heard
saying this was the best event Rider
ever put on.
Why not extend this positive spirit
and hold a Rider Rock Fest every
spring and fall? If the university had
more events like this, students would
enjoy staying on campus during
the weekends and not speed off to
their respective homes. The student
culture would change and it would
evoke a certain kind of morale
where students would be excited
about campus events.
As for the installation ceremony
on the same day, the audience
observed by Rider News reporters
seemed mostly composed of student
athletes who wanted, or were asked
by coaches, to see the celebration.
Students who didn’t attend just
didn’t care about the inauguration or the proposed vision of the
president. Many of the faculty who
didn’t come still feel scarred from
the president’s cost-cutting proposals
mid-fall.
But those who did attend seemed
to take away a sense that things
are looking up. Athletes smiled at
the jokes made by administrators,
and faculty members were reserved
throughout the speech. It was a
picture perfect presentation despite
the brief passage of protesters right
at the start.
Morale still needs to be mended
among faculty and staff who chose
not to come to the inauguration.
Many feel as if the president just
wants to move past what he has
done without reflection. They feel as
if he has forgotten the cuts he made
and the impact they would have had,
had they not been negotiated away.
The “apology” given at the town
hall in February was not empathetic
enough to have a lasting impact.
Many faculty members remain
angry and hurt, not willing to
celebrate a president who, so far,
has shown he doesn’t support them.
They intend to lay low until the
next negotiation is over so that they
can see where their fate will lie.

However, a formal promise to do
everything in his power to make sure
Rider prospers is a first step in raising morale within the faculty.
Dell’Omo’s inaugural speech
was well-thought-out and hit every
base needed for the community. He
spoke of student highlights, faculty
achievements and his thoughts for
the future. One particular point he
made was about athletics, stating
that they are “the front door” to a
university.
While I agree that sports can
bring in a vast amount of revenue
and increase school spirit — just
look at what they did for Villanova
— I believe ever-deeper focus on
academics will be a better prospect
for an institution like Rider.
As the university looks forward
to marketing campaigns, it would
be remiss if it didn’t concentrate
on promoting the fine academics,
high-caliber faculty and cuttingedge research that characterizes our
campus. After all, the high percentage of tenured faculty, the low
percentage of adjuncts and the small
class sizes are what enhance Rider’s
uniqueness.
The inauguration week went
smoothly, and students can feel a
sense that Rider is moving in the
right direction. Students are enjoying the warming weather and
relaxing into the final weeks of the
semester. For many faculty, I don’t
think the same is true. Some faculty
are still looking for a statement of
intent so that they know what they
can expect before the next negotiation phase begins.
But events such as Rider Rock
Fest bring the entire community
together and make them live in the
enjoyable moment.
Morale needs to be fixed, facilities
need to be updated and events such
as the Rider Rock Fest need to keep
the community going.
But the entire community should
keep in mind that we are a family,
whether divided or joined, and as a
family we need to hold together and
focus on healing the damage that
was done to our culture last fall.
We may lose or we may win,
But we will never be here again,
So open up. I’m climbin’ in,
So take it easy.

caglecartoons.com

University morale:
Out of the woods yet?

SOPHOMORE SENTIMENTS

Following politics
the Millennial way

T

HE older generation is always looking at us Millennials, repeating like
a broken record that the younger
generation is simply politically
apathetic. Now, I would have agreed
with this narrow statement years ago
because at that point in my life, I had
VW\[\]KSM^MVIÅVOMZQV\W\PMXWTQ\Qcal pool. But with the 2016 presidential elections nearing, and within our
engaged community at Rider, I see
that our generation is more involved in
politics both on a national and campus
wide scale.
With the familiar faces of some of
the political candidates in both the

Republican and Democratic parties,
such as Donald Trump and Hillary
Clinton, I found that immediately more
young people were buzzing about politics than ever before.
Through social media, our generation is able to connect and see the
action going on during events like political campaigns and debates, and gain
knowledge and voice their opinions
right on their mobile devices. From
this, others may respond with their own
points of view, which may rally more
political disagreement or agreement
among
SEE POLITICAL
peers.
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Political involvement
CONT’D FROM P. 8

Social media plays an extensive role now more than ever in politics. And who are
the ones who most frequently use these sites? Us. The Millennials.
While scrolling through your Twitter feed, without even searching, you can be up
to date on the political news that is popping up from one second to the next from
followers and sponsored ads.
We are able to see the major issues facing the world, including climate change,
health care and education. From just taking a small glance at a topic that catches
your interest, you can become more intellectually and politically involved once
researching more about that issue, thus taking a side in campaigns. This is where I
see the major growth of the relationship between our generation and politics.
Certain celebrities who share their political views publicly may also influence
many of us Millennials. Public stars, such as Leonardo DiCaprio, are very open
about whom they support and the political views they hold. When they speak about

their views nationally on award shows and live events, their goal is to make themselves heard, and hey, it works.
From general comments about campaigns, speeches or the political debates, I
have seen increasing interest and opinions being thrown into that political pool
through social media. From shared videos, photos, articles and even political satire,
it seems to me that our generation is more involved in politics than others may
perceive.
Even on our own campus, students show much political interest, whether if it
is running for a board position for a club, being part of the Student Government
Association or attending Rebovich Institute events.
Without realizing it, many of us are politically involved and show interest in
one way or another no matter how much some of us want to stay far away from
any political pool. So the real question is, do we want to live up to our “politically
apathetic” stereotype?
—Hayley Fahey
Sophomore journalism major

EDITOR’S CORNER

Broke? Consider these four simple solutions

W

E’VE all heard someone say, or said ourselves,
in some way, shape or form: “I have no
money! I’m such a broke college student.” It
LWM[V¼\M`IK\Ta\ISMZWKSM\[KQMVKM\WÅO]ZM
out why so many students have this problem. College
is expensive. While tuition is thousands of dollars, it
doesn’t take into account how much money is spent on
textbooks, supplies for your room and even gas money
for people who have cars.
But time and time again, scores of students carelessly spend money on so many things,
such as excess food that you never get
around to eating and have to throw
away, or that nice dress you only wore
once that cost $60. Money down the
drain. There are so many ways that
college students waste money and don’t even
know it. Here are some ways students can
save money and make their college spending a little
smarter.

‘‘

which you will need if you hope to survive as an adult.
2. Take advantage of online school deals
Places like Amazon.com have special deals for
college students, such as free trials for Amazon Prime,
which includes free express shipping on many items as
well as access to Amazon music and video, where you
can see shows and movies that you may have thought
about buying DVDs for.

quantities is a definite plus. Don’t just buy one bottle
of water, buy a whole 24-pack of water bottles.
Sometimes you have a craving for chips at the
vending machine, but trust me, you’re better off buying an entire box full of those chips at a much lower
price as opposed to simply just buying one bag of
chips at a time.

4. Start thinking of long-term goals.
For those who have jobs, whether on
campus or not, it’s hard to resist the temptation of buying stuff immediately with
the money you received. Instead, consider
CARLOS TORO, JUNIOR JOURNALISM MAJOR saving some of that money for something
you really want in the future. This move will
make things so much easier for you.

There are so many ways that college students waste
money and don’t even know about it.”

1. Make a weekly budget plan.
This may seem like extra homework, but it will
benefit you in the long run. Figure out how much
money you usually make. Make sure that you give
yourself a cap on how much to spend on a weekly or
bi-weekly basis. Not only do you save money by making a budget plan and paying close attention to how
much money you have, you learn organization skills,

Other places such as Best Buy and movie theaters
offer students exclusive deals which could save you
dozens of dollars. Lots of fast-food places, such as
Papa John’s and Domino’s, also have general deals
that anyone can take advantage of. Side tip: Sign up
for as many places that offer discounts as possible. You
would be surprised how much money can be saved.
3. Buy supplies in bulk.
Efficiency is a big thing in college, and having the
ability to buy food, drinks and room supplies in large

Take some money out of every paycheck and save
it for a rainy day. You could use some of that money
to put towards a car, or even rent money for a place to
live in once you graduate. Having a place to save some
of that money will be a big help toward your postgraduation life.
—Carlos Toro
Junior journalism major

GREEN CORNER

It doesn’t take a cape to save the world: Just recycle

I

T’S TI\M)XZQTIVLZIQVLZWX[XI\\MZW\ٺPMXI^MUMV\I[[\]LMV\[Z][PQVIVLW]\
of Cranberry’s. A student runs by and tosses her trash, all of it, into the garbage
bin. I want to scream at them and say, “There’s recycling in that.”
Recently, all the recycling bins in Cranberry’s were retrofitted with large
holes cut in the top for easier access and recycling. Alas, as I sat on a dreary, rainy
day, I watched as the general student body was confused by the bins or just disregarded the signs all together.
Rumors were flying. People asked each other, “Why even bother recycling?
I heard they just throw it all in the trash anyway.” What is the point then? Why
recycle at Rider?
Statistically, the EPA says that over 75 percent of waste seen in everyday life
can be recycled, but in actuality, only 30 percent of said waste is ever actually
recycled. So, what happens to the other 45 percent of trash, you may ask? One
frightening aspect is that not all trash is sorted; some companies will trash an
entire bag, or even a 30-yard dumpster, even if there are pollutants present in the
recycled products. The company that Rider uses for our waste disposal did just
that recently.
There is risk in separating out recycling, since it’s a highly intensive process
that actually requires sorting by hand. The load is sent down a conveyor belt and
employees are made to sort up to 550 pounds of trash a day. By recycling your
sushi, salad container or aluminum can, you could help change the norm. This
small bit of effort could change a mindset and encourage others to do the same.
Recycling also saves energy, prevents waste from reaching landfills, conserves

natural resources and more. On Rider’s website there is a handy guideline of what
can be recycled. For example, all plastic bottles, glass bottles and jars, and even
aluminum along with paper and cardboard, are all able to be recycled on our
campuses. Rider also supports single-stream recycling, which means that even if
you throw paper in the recycling bin intended for cans, it does not matter. All the
recycling is sent through a “single stream,” meaning it all gets recycled regardless.
Recycling on its own will not save the world. This article is not meant to con
convince you of that. But it could, one can at a time, create a difference in our little
world of Rider University. And, if it helps, you can start wearing your red cape
after recycling because you’ve made strides towards changing the world, so you
are a super hero.
But on a serious note, recycling is something small that can become second
nature. If we all recycle, we don’t need to worry about anyone else missing our
recycled products, and together we have made Rider University a cleaner, greener
place. If we want the rumor changed, that all the waste in Cranberry’s just goes
into the trash, then we need to do our part and the rest will follow. Essentially, this
is a plea from me to you. Bill Nye the Science Guy said it best last year when he
paid us a visit: “Together we can change the world.”
—Kevin Miller
Lawrenceville Eco Rep
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Small classes and a commitment to teaching and mentoring enable students to build close-working relationships with their professors.

Learn in small classes.
Succeed in big ways.

Ranked by U.S. News
& World Report as one
of the Best Regional
Universities North
category for public
institutions.

Ramapo College offers accelerated part-time graduate degree programs designed to prepare you
for the next step in your career. Ramapo’s graduate programs combine classroom and online study
to allow students to balance their lives and their education.

Ranked as one of the
“Best Bang-for-theBuck Colleges in the
Northeast” by
Washington Monthly.

We offer graduate degrees in:
• Master of Arts in Educational Leadership
• Master of Arts in Special Education
• Master of Science in Educational Technology
• MBA, Master of Business Administration
• MSN, Master of Science in Nursing
• MSW, Master of Social Work

GRADUATE OPEN HOUSE
May 24
5:30-7:00pm

Listed by Kiplinger’s as
one of 100 Best Values
in Public Colleges.

Register at: www.ramapo.edu/grad1
(Click on link under Calendar)

Learn more at:
www.ramapo.edu/grad1 or 201-684-7270
505 Ramapo Valley Road, Mahwah, NJ

Sustainability Studies Program
Spring Event
3pm, Friday April 15th
Mercer Room, Daly Dining Hall
ZŽƵŶĚƚĂďůĞŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶ͗>ŽĐĂůŚĂůůĞŶŐĞƐ
ĂŶĚKƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐĨŽƌ^ƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďůĞ>ĂŶĚhƐĞ

As a College of
Distinction, Ramapo
attracts and supports
engaged students,
great teaching, a
vibrant community and
successful outcomes.
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GOLF

Weather a factor in last place finish

T

HE Masters was not the only golf event that was
held on April 9 and 10, as the golf team competed at the Princeton Invitational.
The Broncs finished last of 15 teams that
played 36 holes at Springdale Golf Club. The team
shot an overall score of 619 for both days, shooting
307 on April 9 and 312 on April 10.
Head Coach Jason Barry was not happy with the
team’s performance.
“We are very disappointed with our finish at
Princeton,” Barry said. “We know we are capable of
playing much better golf than that. Conditions were
nasty the first day with cold temperatures and rain,
but that’s pretty much what we have been playing in
this spring. Every team plays the same course in similar conditions, so we just need to play better.”
Probably the lone bright spot for the Broncs at
Princeton was senior Tom Yarson’s play. After starting the tournament with a double bogey in day one,
Yarson finished with a score of 73 and scored 78 in
the second day to finish tied for 48th place out of 81
golfers.
Barry said that he was content with how Yarson
performed despite starting with a double bogey.
“Tommy played an excellent round on Saturday,”
Barry said. “He made double on his first hole and
played the rest of the round even par. He got off to a
slow start yesterday before making three birdies on the
back, but a late bogey-double stretch hurt his round.
In general, Tommy has been very solid. He almost
always hits the ball well.”
Senior Joe Hughes had rounds of 78 and 77 to
place 68th. Junior Aaron Simone tied for 69th after
rounds of 80 and 76. Junior Parker Mann shot a total
of 159 with rounds of 78 and 81 to finish 78th and
senior Brian Dempster shot 161 after rounds of 78
and 83 to finish 79th.
Simone said that he struggled in the inclement
weather and that it got worse for him the more he
played.
“April 9, I teed off at 39 degrees, freezing rain, and
wind,” Simone said. “By the time I got to the back
nine that first day, I couldn’t feel my hands anymore.”
This has not been the first time that weather
has affected the team, said Simone. The Princeton
Invitational was cut to just a 36-hole tournament for
the second year in a row.
“Our finish this week was very disappointing,”
Simone said. “We have been working very hard and to
struggle the way we have is frustrating to say the least.
The weather conditions we have played in this spring
have been brutal and this week was no different. It
seems every tournament so far this spring we have
been getting the wrong end of the draw.”
Barry said that the team needs to do better overall
and improve on all facets of its golfing game.
“Every individual on the team needs to tighten
some things up in their game to give themselves a
chance to score better,” Barry said.
There are only two more events before the season
ends with the MAAC Championships. On April 18,
the team will play at the La Salle Finegam Invitational
followed by the Peacock Invitational on April 19.
Barry said that these upcoming tournaments are going
to be vital for the team’s chances of success at the
MAAC Championships.
“The next two tournaments are important for us to
gain some confidence going into MAACs,” Barry said.
“We always look forward to the next opportunity to
compete.”
Simone agrees with his coach and thinks that the
despite, several disappointing results throughout the
season, still can do well in the conferene championship, which will be held at the Magnolia Golf Course
in Orlando, Florida.
“I think the last two tournaments are important for
us to find momentum and confidence for the MAAC
tournament,” Simone said. “We still believe we have
the talent to win this conference.”

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

By Carlos Toro

Senior Tom Yarson had the best score from a Rider golfer at the Princeton Invitational, with rounds of 73 and 78, tying for 48th place.

DŝůĞƐďĞǇŽŶĚĞǆƉĞĐƚĂƟŽŶƐĂŶĚŵŝŶƵƚĞƐĨƌŽŵĐĂŵƉƵƐ
The Point is 50 brand new, fully furnished,
2 & 3 bedroom apartments minutes from campus.
With on-site property management, controlled
access parking and brand new EVERYTHING,
you’ll wish you’d gotten the Point sooner.
Call 609-301-4000 to see for yourself or visit OffCampusNJ.com
1537 Parkside Avenue at Spruce Street, Ewing Township

HERE’S THE POINT…
Every detail was
considered to create
the ultimate off-campus
residence.
A place where upperclassmen and graduate
students could complete
their studies in a private
and secure off campus
setting while being only
minutes from school.

THAT’S...

Miles beyond expectations and minutes from campus

Call 609-301-4000 to see for yourself or visit OffCampusNJ.com
1537 Parkside Avenue at Spruce Street, Ewing Township
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Broncs earn first conference road win

T

By Carlos Toro

team, under first-year Head Coach
Jaclyn Timko, won its first conference game after
splitting a series at Iona on April 10.
After being swept by Fairfield on April 9, the
Broncs (4-25, 1-5 MAAC) came from behind in the
seventh inning during the first game of the doubleheader against Iona.
Timko knew that playing four conference games on
the road in a span of two days was tough. Getting the
win at Iona was important for the team.
“I’m happy with the outcome,” Timko said. “We
are battling a lot against these teams, especially on the
road. The team is a little battered right now so getting
the split and going 1-for-3 in the weekend on the road
is a victory in our eyes.”
In the doubleheader against Fairfield (14-12,
3-1 MAAC), Rider’s offense was not able to find its
rhythm offensively. The Broncs could not score a run
in the first game, losing 11-0 to the Stags.
In the second game of the doubleheader, Fairfield’s
offense exploded for eight runs in the first inning, forcing senior Montana Berg’s day as a pitcher to end at
0.2 innings.
Rider could not get any offense on the board until
the fourth inning, when senior first base Dana Sensi
doubled to send junior center fielder Josettee Spencer
home.
The Broncs did score four more runs from the third
to the fifth innings to cut the deficit to just three runs.
But two more runs by Fairfield in the sixth inning
sealed the game, as the Stags won 10-5.
Senior designated hitter Kim Valdes became the
49th Bronc softball player with 100 career hits when
she singled in the seventh inning.
On April 10, Iona (7-20, 1-3 MAAC) got on board

Brian D. Solomon/Rider University

HE softball

Senior Dana Sensi had three RBIs in the seventh inning that gave
Rider the win at Iona on April 10.
in the first inning of the doubleheader with two runs,
but junior pitcher Megan Ailand kept the Gaels’
offense from scoring any further.
Rider did not score for the entirety of the game
until the top of the seventh inning, when the team

scored a total of five runs. After left fielder sophomore
Toni Nino singled to left field to bring the Broncs on
board, and junior shortstop Amanda Crimarco scored
on a pitcher’s error, Sensi hit a bases-clearing double
to give the Broncs the 5-2 lead, which was enough for
them to get the victory.
Rider continued the strong offense with a three-run
first inning in the second game, but Iona scored six
unanswered runs. The Broncs would eventually score
two more runs but could not mount another comeback with Rider losing 8-5.
Despite the loss against Iona, there were encouraging signs that the team is improving on offense as
seven different Broncs had a hit.
This was one of Rider’s better offensive performances of the season, and Timko is content that it is
hitting the ball better in recent weeks.
“We’ve talked about this all season,” Timko said.
“We have left runners on base and I think a lot of it
has to do with our pitch selection. Hitting is contagious, so if we get some of our players to keep swinging the bat then everybody is going to get on board.”
The Broncs will get a chance to win their second conference game of the season when they face
Manhattan (16-10, 3-1 MAAC) on the road on April
18.
Despite the team’s record in nonconference games,
Timko is stressing the importance of starting MAAC
play on a blank slate and playing well.
“Every conference game is huge for us,” Timko
said. “I told the players, ‘It doesn’t matter what our
record was, and we’re coming into the conference
schedule with a 0-0 record.’ Every single game counts.
We’re stepping out in the field every time and giving
our best.”

Catch Up or
Get Ahead!
...with Summer Classes
at Mercer County
Community College

• Earn transferable credits
toward your college degree.
• Save money.
• Ease your course load for Fall.
• Take classes anywhere with MercerOnline.

ENROLL NOW! Summer Terms begin

May 23 and July 6 (actual class start and end dates vary)

Get Convenient
Solutions at MCCC

www.mccc.edu/summer

To Register, Contact Admissions Today!
admiss@mccc.edu • 609-570-3224 or 609-570-3244
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TR ACK AND FIELD

First place for men at Rider Invitational

T

By J.J. Santagata

and field team hosted the
Rider Invitational on April 10, and
both the men’s and women’s teams
produced positive results.
The men’s team finished in first
place out of 15 teams, while the women
placed second of 14 teams in the
competition.
Head Coach Bob Hamer said that
the team had not been doing well all
season long but the Rider Invitational
was a great showcase of the team’s
skills.
“We challenged the team to step up
their game today,” Hamer said. “I have
felt we have underperformed this year
but today they answered the challenge.”
This is the fourth year in a row the
men won the Rider Invitational, first
held in 2005, while the women this
year improved in standing as it finished
fourth in 2015. Both teams won the
event in 2013.
Sophomore Christian Patrick won
the 110m hurdles and also took the
win in the high jump with a height of
6’6.25”. Sophomore Shabazz Shuler
won the long jump (22’11”), and also
placed fourth in his first ever javelin
throw.
Junior Kyle Bryant was all over the
board this weekend. Bryant won the
triple jump and attempted his first-ever
javelin throw as well (156’2.75”). He
also placed fourth in the long jump.

Neil Davis/The Rider News

HE track

Junior Kyle Bryant won the triple jump and competed in the javelin throw at the Rider Invitational.
Sophomore Joe Clarke was second in
the javelin throw. Rider also received
solid production from freshman Marcell
Brown, who won the shot put with a
distance of 50’9.5”.
Junior Erik Adamcik won the pole
vault (14’11”), sophomore Danniel
Belay was second in the 3,000m
steeplechase and senior Charles Wilkes
placed second in the shot put with a
score of 48’4”.
Hamer said that being at assisted in
bringing out the best in the team.

“Competing at home is always very
helpful,” he said. “The athletes are very
familiar with the facility and all of the
areas for warm-up.”
Also for the freshman Marcell
Brown also won the shot put with a
distance of 50’9.5”.
The women placed second behind
Saint Joseph’s and several Broncs performed well. Senior Daria Chadwick,
who won the 100m hurdles and placed
second in the high jump, continues
to be a dominant force for Rider.

Freshman Ashley Berry won the discus
and placed second in the shot put
(42’4.75”).
Also for the Rider women, senior
Olivia Rosenberger, coming off an
ankle injury, won the triple jump with
a distance of 37’5” while sophomore
Dakota Karras placed second in the
triple jump (35’2.5”). Sophomore
Karoline Sandvig won the hammer
throw with a personal record distance
of 152’2.75”. The Rider women
dominated the 4x800 relay with a time
of 9:47.97. Freshman Angela Cotugno,
senior Madeline Hummel, junior
Juliann Brand and sophomore Victoria
Brewer all participated in Rider’s
4x800 relay win. Senior Nicole Georgia
placed second in the 400m hurdles and
third in the 100m hurdles.
With only three weeks left until the
MAAC Championship, and plenty of
room for improvement for the Broncs,”
Hamer said, “It was nice to get so
many wins and have many athletes step
up. I feel much better about the season
after today.”
The next meets will be the
Greyhound Invitational on April 15
and 16 as well as the Bison Outdoor
Classic on April 16 and 17. The Rider
Invitational will not be the only time
that the school will host a track and
field event as they will host the MAAC
Championships on May 7 and 8.

BASEBALL

Hot bats continue at home with series win

A

By Brandon Scalea
FTER a shaky start to 2016, the defending regularseason MAAC baseball champions seem to be
back on the right track.
Heading into the three-game series with a
solid Sacred Heart team, a team that has appeared
in an NCAA Regional in three of the last five years,
Rider had been improving. In the series, the Broncs
kept their momentum going and took two out of three
against the Pioneers. They have now won seven of
their last nine games.
Head Coach Barry Davis was pleased with the way
his team performed overall.
“Going into a non-conference series like this,
there’s a little less pressure on us because the games
don’t affect your conference standings,” he said. “But I
think we enjoyed the fact that we got to play at home,
and I think we’re coming around and hitting the ball
better.”
Game one of the series on April 8 saw Rider and
Sacred Heart meet for the first time on a baseball
field. Sophomore pitcher Nick Margevicius was virtually untouchable on the mound. He went seven strong
innings, striking out 11 batters and allowing only one
run on four hits. The win was his second of the season
in seven starts.
In the final two innings, junior pitcher Josh Sharik
appeared in relief and picked up his first save of the
season, the third of his career.
On the offensive side, the Broncs took advantage of
their strong pitching and used small ball to pull away.
Junior third baseman Mike Volaski, a first-year transfer from Ventura Community College in California,
broke the scoreless tie in the bottom of the fourth
inning with an RBI single. He picked up another RBI
single in the bottom of the sixth, his 12th hit in seven
games, to put Rider up 2-1. Both hits came with two
outs.
The Broncs added two more runs that inning,
thanks to a single by sophomore infielder Christian
Estevez and an RBI double from senior center fielder
James Locklear. Estevez and junior first baseman Tyler

Sophomore Nick Margevicius struck out 11 batters on April 8.
Kaiser combined for four of Rider’s 10 hits.
Davis feels that the pitching the Broncs faced in
their early non-conference road trip really prepared
them well.
“I wouldn’t say the teams are better in the south,
but there’s certainly a lot more depth there in terms
of pitching,” he said. “Even when we struggled early
on, there were some fleeting moments when we hit
the ball really well. But now, everyone is starting to get
a little better and we’re starting to put those big hits
together.”
The second and third games of the series were
played in a doubleheader at a brisk and windy Sonny
Pittaro Field on April 10. Rider took the first game
in come-from-behind fashion, 4-2, to claim the series.
In the rubber match, the Broncs chose to shift their
lineup around a bit, and it cost them. The Pioneers
cruised to a 7-4 win.
In the win, junior pitcher Vincenzo Aiello went the
distance, tossing nine innings and allowing one earned
run on six hits. He notched his second victory of the
year.
Rider had to battle back, though. Struggling to put
together offense in the early going, the Broncs trailed
1-0 heading into the bottom of the seventh. With the
bases loaded and two outs, freshman first baseman
Riley Mihalik picked up possibly the biggest hit of his
college career thus far. He launched a double in the

gap, scoring all three base runners to give the Broncs a
lead they would not relinquish.
He would not have to wait too long to greet his
teammates in the dugout — the next batter, Volaski,
drove him in with an RBI double of his own.
In the final game of the series, Rider struggled
defensively. Sophomore shortstop Jake Bender made
a pair of key errors with two outs that kept Sacred
Heart rallies alive. In total, the Broncs had four errors.
Junior pitcher C.J. Hirschy got the start for Rider,
and it was a shaky one. He went six innings, allowing
nine hits and four earned runs. Sacred Heart totaled
14 hits in the game.
The Broncs then went on the road to take on
Lehigh on April 12. It was a rematch from their previous encounter on April 5, when the Broncs defeated
the Mountain Hawks at Sonny Pittaro Field to
advance to the Liberty Bell Classic Championship.
After the Broncs scored a run in the second inning,
Lehigh answered back with three runs, thanks to
hits by Thomas Schumaker, Chris Butera and Jacen
Nalesnik that scored a run each.
Kaiser responded with a two-run homer in the top
of the third inning to tie the game up.
What ensued was a back-and-forth battle between
the two teams, with each inning featuring a run,
except for the fourth and seventh inning.
Tied 8-8 in the top of the ninth inning, Rider freshman Riley Mihalik singled to give the Broncs a 9-8 in
what would have been the game-winning hit.
Lehigh Mike Garzillo homered in the bottom of
the ninth inning to tie the game up once more and
gave the Mountain Hawks a chance to win in the bottom of the 10th, which they did.
Garzillo won the game in the bottom of the 10th
with a walk-off single.
Freshman Brett Kosciolek struggled against Lehigh,
allowing 10 hits and six earned runs, while striking out
just three.
Rider will take on Canisius in a home conference
series on April 16 and 17.
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Recruiting: a ‘24/7, 365 type of job’
A
By Carlos Toro

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

THLETES know that the transition
from high school to college-level
athletics involves big changes and
challenges. For a lot of college
coaches, those differences also come
with a large set of added responsibilities.
Division I Athletics is a nationwide
chess game in which one word enters
college coaches’ vocabulary on a daily,
sometimes, hourly basis: recruiting.
According to the NCAA, there are
more than 170,000 student-athletes in
the more than 300 schools that make
up NCAA’s Division I.
For many of the coaches at Rider,
it is arguably the biggest part of their
job. But recruiting is not just simply
making a couple of phone calls and
calling it a day, according to men’s
soccer Head Coach Charlie Inverso.
“Recruiting is about 75 percent of
the job,” Inverso said. “It’s around the
clock and it’s mostly a 24/7, 365-daya-year type of job.”
Inverso, like many other coaches,
also have to face obstacles in recruiting, outside of looking for talented
high school athletes.
Coaches have to find athletes that
not only fit the roles as athletes, but as
Rider coaches not only worry about winning games, but they spend a lot of time recruiting. Shown here is Women’s Basketball Head Coach Lynn Milligan
students that exemplify the university’s
philosophy.
Soccer is a popular sport all over the
to school over here in the U.S.,” Kelsh
University does exist and I tried to get
“We try to find the right fit when
world, and Inverso faces the tough task
said. “I had a few other schools contact
some local players,” Potkay said. “I
we’re out recruiting,” Inverso said.
of having to find recruits globally. He
me but, as soon as Rider got in contact,
think it is important to get the name
has been able to get players such as Jose
“Rider has several things that
I knew it was the school I wanted to
out there when you’re out recruiting.”
Aguinaga, who is from Spain, Florian
set it apart from a lot of
come to and play soccer for.”
But for some sports, another thing to
Valot from France and Christian Flath
different schools. We are a
For new coaches who went through
juggle when recruiting players is trying
from Germany, to name a few.
small school with great
the process of getting recruited, such
to maximize the scholarships they have,
But the challenge of
athletics and we tell
as softball Head Coach Jaclyn Timko,
and using them to attract athletes.
recruiting outside of the country
potential recruits that
it’s all about making the adjustments to
Contrary to popular belief, not all
is augmented by the fact that, unlike
when you come into
recruiting in 2016.
student-athletes have full scholarships.
other schools in the MAAC, Inverso
Rider, you’ll be treated
“I think the biggest thing now is
Some only have partial schoalrships
does not have a full-time assistant staff
as if you were a part of
that social media is huge,” Timko said.
and that is another factor to watch out
that can make constant trips to Europe.
a family.”
“When I was being recruited, videos
for when recruiting.
“The first two years of me being the
While recruitwere a big thing. You would make a
“I do have a limited amount of
head coach at Rider was a nightmare,”
ing may seem like a
video and then send a copy of it to
scholarships and that is something
one-dimensional aspect
Inverso said. “Even though recruiting
schools.”
to manage when I’m out recruiting,”
of college athletics, each
got easier in the third year, recruit
recruitNowadays, coaches are actively on
Potkay said.
sport carries its own set of
ing takes way too much time. Most
the web looking at videos of players
It is a long process, according to
obstacles that coaches have
sports do not have a full-time assis
assisand finding tournaments and events
Timko, but a necessary one to thrive in
tant staff and it is tough.”
to manage.
that will feature players that coaches
athletics. College athletics is a
Outside of receiving
But the important part of
are interested in recruiting. Coaches
never-ending cycle of change
phone calls and emails from
recruiting is that coaches are not
spend more time recruiting than preand in an environment where
Jaclyn Timko
just trying to sell to recruits on their
college coaches, some recruits
paring for games.
most teams get players to be a
school’s athletics, but also
doz
go and take tours of the schools that
Coaches have to answer dozpart of the team for up to
on the experience that only
are reaching out to them. To many
ens of emails daily. Some days,
four years, in
coaches, this is the big, and sometimes
the school can provide
especially during National
most cases,
last, opportunity to convince a potenfor that prospective
Signing Day period,
recruiting
tial student athlete to be a part of the
student-athlete.
the number of emails
has become
school and athletics program.
“The obstacles can
more than doubles.
a big deal in
In addition to tours of the school,
change based on the
Tennis Head
college sports.
official visits include sitting in a class
player,” Milligan said.
Coach Douglas
Coaches have to
with someone from the team, preferOther schools in the
Potkay said that he
make adjustments year in
United States were recruitably a class that is in line with what the
receives about 15 emails
and year out and figure out
ing Rider women’s soccer
potential recruit is interested in majora day.
what their team needs and
junior Hollie Kelsh, who is
ing in. From then on, the team somePotkay said that it is
Douglas Potkay recruiting tactics change slightly
times invites student athletes to partake
from England.
not just answering
depending on what coaches
in practice and even watch a game so
When she first heard
emails and making phone
think best will improve the program.
that they can understand the coach and
of Rider, she knew
calls. Part of recruiting
“As a coach, going from one year
the team’s skills firsthand.
that this would be the
is to travel to various
to another, I’m always rethinking
school to go to. She said
“There are always obstacles in
states in order to try and
the process of what I need to do for
recruiting,” women’s basketball Head
she spoke with currecruit players as well as to
recruiting,” Potkay said. “It’s about
Coach Lynn Milligan said. “They can
rent Head Coach Drayson
what will help the team. It’s an ongoing
Charlie Inverso get Rider’s name out in the public for
change based on the player. Distance
Hounsome early on.
people to take notice.
challenge.”
from home, level of basketball, aca“When I was getting recruited, I had
“What I did to recruit last year was
demic major, size of the university all
not applied to any schools in England
go to high school finals for men’s and
play into the final decision.”
because I was sure I wanted to come
women’s tennis to show that Rider

